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AIA: Textbook Example
of a Well-run Board
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Insurance is about dealing with uncertainties. As a life insurer, does AIA have
more of a mission or see more of a
need to serve the community? How do
you integrate your business into your
corporate social responsibility (CSR)?
Please use real-life situations to
illustrate your explanation.
Maintaining a meaningful and impactful
CSR programme is very close to the heart
of everyone at AIA. We are aware that AIA
is well-positioned to play an important
role in helping address some of the
region’s
most
important
societal
challenges, while at the same time achieving our own business objectives.
AIA’s commitment to a wide ranging and
impactful CSR programme is key to
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achieving our vision to be the
pre-eminent life insurance provider in
the Asia-Pacific region. It also serves our
purpose of playing a leadership role in
driving economic and social development
across the region.
Healthy living is the primary focus of
AIA’s CSR programme, which is market
driven. We encourage, enable and
empower people across Asia-Pacific to
live longer, healthier and better lives. We
are launching AIA Vitality across the
region towards that end. This is a proactive wellness programme that rewards
members with savings from health and
lifestyle partnering businesses as well as
higher coverage for the same premiums.
To enjoy the incentives, AIA Vitality

members must get to know their own
health and set goals to improve it. The
obvious objective is to encourage people
to live healthier and improve their quality
of life. And what’s in it for AIA? We shall
reap the benefit of a healthier customer
portfolio and a healthier society.
AIA Vitality is one example of how the
business of providing financial protection
can be combined with the social objective
of advocating healthy living and the need of
our customers to stay well from day to day.
How does the group balance between
making profit to fulfil investor expectation and giving back to society?
The life insurance industry has a responsibility to promote social wellbeing by

supporting people through times of
financial adversity and illness while
providing an efficient means of pooled
savings for retirement.
But that is only part of the story. The
investment of long-term insurance funds
contributes directly to economic development and growth through expanding
capital markets, financing infrastructure
schemes and investing in commercial
enterprises.
In that respect, the life insurance industry plays an extremely important and
highly responsible role in social and
economic development. At AIA, we are
committed to this objective and strive to
be a leading and integral part of that
development.
Corporate governance is nothing new
to a sophisticated multinational corporation such as AIA, so it’s certainly not a
matter of merely observing the Corporate Governance Code laid down by
the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. In
your opinion, what are the merits of
corporate governance? In the case of
AIA, how does governance enhance
sustainable growth and add shareholder value?
Yes, you can say that corporate governance is nothing new to AIA due to our
multinational presence. As the largest
Hong Kong-headquartered company
listed on the Main Board of the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange, we at AIA understand our responsibility to implement the
highest standards of corporate governance. We see good corporate governance
as essential to delivering sustainable
value, reinforcing a culture of business
integrity and maintaining optimal levels
of investor confidence in all 18 markets
where we operate.
To promote effective governance across
all of our operations, the AIA board adopts
a governance framework that maps out in
details internal approval processes,
including matters related to delegation.
As board members, we strive to ensure
that AIA’s business is managed to deliver
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long-term shareholder value and to meet
AIA’s vision of being the pre-eminent
life insurance provider in the region.
In our approach to corporate governance,
we focus on strategic planning, accountability, transparency and a board
candidate’s experience in managing
conflicts of interest, risks and timely

disclosure of information, etc.
What is your board’s approach to
decision making?
We are keenly aware that a board is fully
accountable to shareholders for the
affairs of a company. And as the ultimate
decision-making body for all matters
considered material to a company, a board
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is responsible for ensuring that, as a
collective body, it has the appropriate
skills, knowledge and experience to
perform its role effectively.
At AIA, the board provides leadership to
the company by setting directions and
resolving issues.
AIA’s board is a star-studded line-up of
business leaders with a lot of experience in board matters. They also come
from diverse backgrounds ranging
from accounting to insurance to property
development
and
quasigovernment bodies. In terms of ethnicity, they are multinational. What
criteria does the group apply to select
board members? Would experience
on boards of other companies be a
major determining factor?
Yes, we are proud to have a strong and
stable board whose members provide AIA
with a diverse and impressive portfolio of
experience and expertise.
I’d like to point out that such a board
composition is by design and not by
coincidence. Each AIA director must have
sound board-level experience as well as
expertise relevant to the operations and
development of AIA. The current board
comprises members with extensive
business, government and regulatory
involvement. Members are also from
different countries and ethnicities and
with a range of educational backgrounds
and career exposures.
How do you ensure your new directors
become knowledgeable about the
company and how are board members
kept up-to-date regarding the progress
of AIA?
To ensure board members get the best
possible orientation and ongoing development, AIA offers each incoming director a
personalised induction, training and
development programme. It covers,
amongst other things, the principal basis
of accounting for AIA’s results, the role of
the board and its key committees, and the
areas of responsibility of internal audit
and risk management functions.
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Each of my board colleagues also receives
detailed briefings on the group’s principal
businesses, the markets in which it
operates and the overall competitive
environment. Other areas addressed
include legal and compliance issues
affecting directors of financial services
companies, the group’s governance
arrangements, its investor relations
programme and remuneration policies. I
and my colleagues are continually
updated on AIA’s business and the latest
developments to the Listing Rules and
other applicable statutory requirements.
On an ongoing basis, board members are
updated on the latest developments in AIA’s
principal businesses and major products.
Since we operate regionally, one board meeting is held outside Hong Kong each year.

߳ᓎΙߞ၌ؚฒݲႱกٱޟޟҡཎȄ
հ࣏Ιড়Ρჰ߳ᓎϴѧȂЄ٤߳ᓎԤؠԤ
੫տཐڗԤܖڼٺሯौўོ݈ޥȉձԃ
դཾװᒊΣӌཾོޥӈϞϛȉҢઍ
ᄂޟپݷᇳ݂Ȅ
уڣаݙգϠൌౕؓᇯࢺϘৎգྍ၍۶ᠩ
ϧߞԋߤྻയԇᄑȄاেྍᝊۖуڣЏ
ۍ൯ᔹ౧ԆȂԴᅁ༰ᄥசӫዾߞԢ

ȂׄаߤྻႋٙϘڱ൵দঋߞࣄᐼȄ
య֖ϘৎԺЮм۶ۍᠩϧߞԋߤྻയ
ԇᄑЙ֭ᅆуڣऎڲща۞ߞᄯ
ᔍгҦϩжᝯᘣȂӺգׄاেԴయஜа
၃ᕻфߤྻਣўবطᆊታᐱ֒ڎȄ
уߞڣԋߤྻയԇᄑ࣏ӤҾඞ௲ஜߞȂ
ԯթᄑߞঋদᙇԴݺஉ௵ӠࣿȄاেᄁ
ᔽ۶ᕒׄڲщԳܧӔࣿఀࠜᄯȃஉ௵۶ग़
ՀȄऎϞᅁഺৎӫዾȂاেԴаయҍϞ
ȶłŊłġŗŪŵŢŭŪŵźȷᄑȂᢰணሃഺৎయዃஉ௵
ᄑߞྻ৶ȂЙ֭ҞᖔఀԪ֯ᄰ֡෩ߞڻஉ௵
фӠࣿጨᎫȂӺҞѽहԢߞ࠲ȂᖔۤـЂ
ߞ࠲ቪȄҪঋணሃłŊłġŗŪŵŢŭŪŵźᄑߞྻ৶Ϟႋ
Ўߞஉ௵ߐ۶ӲؼຠӫዾȂҞۦڳ
ഺڱᔹȄاেߞӫዾ࢝ށፁȂබ࣏ঋᄁᔽ
ҾӔࣿఀـஉ௵Ȃ෩ҁেߞӠࣿᎳȄഺ
ᅆуڣգЦኃՀȉညࢉї۶ߤྻൌـஉ௵
ȂاেϵҞంКᖔૈȄ
ݙѽȂłŊłġŗŪŵŢŭŪŵźබ࣏ϘৎڼЄȂሲށϘৎ
ऎࢉї෩ڻச࠲ቪߞசȂՂ֣Ҟሃࢆ
ෳஉ௵Ӡࣿߞߤྻӫዾфࢉїྐччൌ࠲
ࢺஉ௵ߞቮঋຕԪڽȄ
୰ღԃդӵᗈᓀоᅖٗၥޟޱఖ
ȂоЅӱ㕞ོޥϞڥுҁᒋȉ
ऎবᅆࣆקф઼ઽߞϠ෩ڻњ෯ȂԢ
ऎҾӔ෩ڻϘৎҞѽգੜԳᔼՅଡ଼ԃࠛ
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ߞўޱȂంփ࠳་ߤྻߞᇊॅȂഺ࣏ᄯᔍ
ᕕᆽߞയԇȄ
֭ഺҪ࣏ێКϘൊжȄࠜง࠲ᔍࠛߞظ
ႤȂ࣊ҞᙖЂႤӎҾඞȂϵҞऎ࢙ў੯
෩ڻႤࠛȂѽфظႤݺᑟᅹȂഺڱൌ
Ҟߡతయஜ၃ᕻਣ۶ኧࠜȄ
ԯթȂᄯᔍᅆߤྻ۶၃ᕻਣᑉည㣣࿂ێ
দঋѷയԇদЂߞ֒ڎȄуڣ७ϧᅁഺৎ
ӫዾȂڭԴթਣКطᆊታᐱ۶Ӆঋߞ֒ڎȄ
հ࣏Ιড়ೣׇޟၮӌཾȂЄ٤ᄇӌ
ཾᆓݽ࿋ณϚོ५ҡȂՄЄ٤ۡζϚ༉
३ܻᒳԈॷ෫ᖒӫҺܾޟۡڙܚȮӌཾᆓ
ݽԈࠌȯȄձᇯ࣏ஈӌཾᆓݽԤդਝઉȉ
ᄇЄ٤پᇳȂஈӌཾᆓݽџԃդߴ໌ཾ
ࡻ៉ีЅቨёݍቋȉ
ְሲఀᅆȂуڣᅆԋᇒڭЙপӠȄاে
࣏ϘਛႭгҦȂփ֯ऎশสᗑԪӹݙݽѽ
শสऎᗁൊփഢጀ൵ЂߞѹޕϯҾгҦȂا
েށـӨЎգയԇѽ൵ߞዾே֖ԋ
ᇒȄاেሮऎӅ༷ᅁᎹډՀߞԋᇒȂ
ЖҞፁ࠲اেҞԴݙ၃ᖉߞĲĹৎҾඞК෩ڻ
Ҟࢺ᠈ኊৃȂᏮ۽පদ႕ࠫߞћмфᇯ
ࢺظႤ߰ᅆاেߞ൵ЂࠫѕȄ
ऎϞԴاেݙգசКయஜգੜᇒȂу
ڣၭྻڰళૼϞϘৎႎܠϞаൊز

ؔȞҒࣁఱᡋܢڰȟߞᇒੰࣛȄ
֯ऎၭྻڰ৶Ȃاে७ϧፁ࠲уߞڣ
சҞ௲ࠜڽቈߞߵތኊৃȂԢᇒನକ
Ԫу֯ڣऎа۞ᄯᔍԋߞȄ
ԴԋᇒߞஇޱўবȂاেদݺຉರ
ݑഢᄑȃயയݑȃ࢘ށȂѽфၭྻڰ
ᓴϠԴನૈ׀ᎏॎȃলᔍ۶фݣᠨह
ᝯࠫਿўবߞ၃ᢚຈȄ
ӵؚ๊П७Ȃ୰Є٤ီོٱԃդᐇհޟȉ
اে౻྾ߢႽၭ༷ྻڰබгҦڰசᅆߵތ
ԑയȄփѷȂᅆݺϘਛгҦڽሲȂၭ࣏ྻڰ
ݙգদЂڰசߞ൵ೣٙຉೡᚐȂԯթҹգയ
ԇፁ࠲ЎԴ༰ᢜኸবȂۍ൯Ꮛညߞثକȃ
ߢᝊ۶၃ᢚҝգੜԳኹ֖ҹߞ֒ڎȄ
ԴуڣȂၭྻڰയታᐱгҦȂۘܠўԨф
ႋٙயᛟȄ
Є٤ီོٱޣӪޟ୦ࣨሴȂᄇီٱ
ོٱငᡛᙴ൲ȄтঈپՌོॎȃ߳ᓎȃ
ีཾސܖјࢇۺᐠᄺ้ϚӣޟधශȂᆍ
ఊΰζ࡞ሬϽȄ୰ღӵࢅᒵီོٱ
ԙষਢԤդྥࠌȉӵڏтϴѧෆюӈီٱ
ޟငᡛ֏ΙσؚۡӰશȉ
࣏ߞȂᐾգϘৎՂթЂ۶ᜦߞܠၭྻڰ
࢝҄اেሹȄၭྻڰ৶ऎуڣ෩ڻዃ
փᚳනߞ၃ᢚ۶ߢᝊȄ

ࢽྐاҍϘᙇȂၭྍے࣏ྻڰփࠧஊ๒ԳՂ
թೡߞȄуُڣϘ֜ၭۍ༷ڰ൯ᚳනߞ
ၭڰ၃ᢚфሃуߞڣᖉႻሃਣहᝯߞ
ߢᝊȄၭߞྻڰ৶ฅዃணሃᑟ
ᅹȃࣆܹфᆾᇒᑟᅹߞڰசȄҁেڽЙԢ
ߞਛфᇌȂփѷգ㣣ԧᇌిڈ०фᚚ
ᏦᑢȄ
ձԃդጂཱི߳ӈီٱΟ၌ϴѧȉԃդᡱီ
ོٱԙষுொЄ٤ޟശཱི໌ȉ
ऎፁ࠲ၭྻڰ৶ᖔఀ൵Հߞைфࢺ᠈
ਣȂуྻڣԨُϘ֜ྲԇၭڰ෩ڗ࢘ڻ
ൄߞుᐱȃைфਣᄑȂێКҒࣁ
уڣᖻߞѹঋྻȃၭྻڰфێϭ
ѹঋ৶ྻߞ֒ڎȂѽфаൊ੮фলᔍ
ᇒನґକߞᚚசፑඛȄ
թҳȂၭྻڰаُϘ֜ԢڰӺྻ՜ۖգᝯ
༰ᄥѹঋச۶ઘфҾඞфᑋᢜឮߋᖖᄩ
ߞႎ഼ඡȄێҁፑҒࣁᠩࠛᓉއச
гҦၭࢠޱߞڰфԪഢ༵ڰȃ༰ᄥߞᇒ
ՉవȃظႤ߰ᝯ࠼ᄑфᗟࣆຉຈȄ༰
ᄥྻЙᙝᓙ႙اфߞاԢڰգᝯуڣச
ߞ൵ྲߐ۶ȮϯҾഢࡋȯфێҁᏋӡߞ
ܠޱঋِߞ൵ྲਣȄ
ၭྻڰ৶ྻࢺ᠈՜ۖգᝯуڣѹঋச
фಯࡡߞ൵ྲႤୈȄӤاݺেߞசф
ᑋৎڲщԳȂݙѽُՐྻԴশสѽҳ
ߞࣙৎԳўᗝ֖ϘըၭྻڰȄ
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